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This report is the revision of the Technical Report (MECSE 1996-7) of Monash

University in Melbourne, Australia which has been distributed to the Department

Library in this University. The main work which is described in this report was carried

out at Intelligent Robotics Research Center (IRRC) in the Department of Electrical and

Computer Systems Engineering of Monash University from March in 1995 to March in

1996 and was be supported by a grant from Research Development Corporation of Japan

(JRDC).

This report describes the study of identification of geometrically shaped solids with

unique colour using colour and range information. This study aims at recognition of

equipment in nuclear plants. For this purpose, it is hypothesized that equipment in

nuclear plants can be represented by combination of geometrically shaped solids with

unique colour, such as a sphere, an ellipsoid, a cone, a cylinder, a rectangular solid and a

pyramid. In this report, the colour image of geometrically shaped solids could be

segmented comparatively easily and effectively into regions of each solid by using colour

and range information. The range data of each solid was extracted using the segmented

colour image. Thus the extracted range data could be classified into a plane surface or a

curved surface by checking its spatial distribution.
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1. Introduction

This report describes the study of identification of geometrically shaped solids in environment
using colour and range information. The geometrically shaped solids are a sphere, an ellipsoid,
a cone, a cylinder, a pyramid and a rectangular solid which have their own unique colour re-
spectively. The purpose of this study is recognition of equipment in nuclear plants under the
assumption that equipment in nuclear plants consists of geometrically shaped solids. There-
fore the developed program in this study can be considered as one first step for realization of
equipment recognition in nuclear plants.

In the developed program, the colour image could be segmented into several regions of each
geometrically shaped solid comparatively easily and effectively by using colour information,
which is included in a colour image, and range information, which is distance to objects from
the measurement instrument. Using the segmented colour image, range data of each solid
could be extracted from a whole range data and the analytical surface equation was fitted to
the extracted range data for identifying each solids. Especially range information played the
useful role for segmentation of the colour image. This is one type of the concept of sensor
fusion[l], that is to say fusion of colour information and range information. Colour information
and range information are also used effectively in the recognition process of human's. Then
it may be natural idea to use both colour information and range information for colour image
segmentation and identification of each solid.

The next section describes instruments for taking the colour image and range data as well
as showing the taken colour image and range data. In the third section, noise reduction from
range data is described. The process and several results of segmentation of the colour image is
written in the fourth section. Possibility for identification of each geometrically shaped solids is
described in fifth section. In the last two sections, this report is concluded and future works are

discussed.
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2. Colour Image and Range data

In this section, the colour CCD camera and the laser-scanning rangefinder which were used
in this project are described. The colour image and range data are also shown.

2.1 Laser Scanning Rangefinder and Range Data

In this project, the laser Scanning Rangefinder[2] which was developed by K.Ajay for mobile
robot navigation is used as an instrument for measuring distance. This rangefinder comprises the
laser projector which projects infrared light to the surface of objects and the monochrome CCD
camera which detects reflected light from the surface because of using triangulation principle for
measuring distance. The monochrome CCD camera and the laser projector is set on a tripod.
The baseline length between the monochrome CCD camera and the laser projector is 46.5 cm.
The picture of this rangefinder is shown in Figure 2.1 (a).

The monochrome CCD camera is a commercial one and the laser projector was developed in
Monash University. The monochrome CCD camera is JE7352 which was produced by JAVELIN
ELECTRONICS. This camera has 1/2 inches CCD element inside and is equipped with the lens
produced by COSMICAR whose focus length and F value are 6mm and Fl:1.2 respectively. One
filter for detecting reflected infrared light which is invisible is attached to this lens. The laser
projector generates infrared light which is 20mW at 830mm. This infrared light is collimated in
the shape of a vertical stripe using the half-cylindrical lens which can rotate around a vertical
axis for scanning the vertical light stripe horizontally.

The monochrome CCD camera and the laser projector are connected to a special processing
board which was designed and developed in Monash University. The main functions of this board
are to control the half-cylindrical lens in the projector and to detect the image of reflected strip
light. This board which is attached to a ISA bus of IBM PC clone computer is one characteristic
of this laser scanning rangefinder for measuring distance so quickly because the light stripe
detection in taken images is carried out on this board, that is hardware, instead of software.

Lookup tables for outputting range images is another characteristic of this rangefinder system.
In triangulation principle, the direction angles of projected light, the position of reflected light
in the taken image and the baseline length are necessary factors for calculation of distance.
Although range is usually calculated every measurement using these factors, lookup tables are
referred for obtaining range data in this rangefinder system. Therefore it is fast to have range
data at each pixel in the range image. These lookup tables are generated using the image of
the special calibration frame which is shown in Figure 2.2. Two kinds of special software have
been developed for generating these lookup tables. One is GUI software which runs on DOS
and is used to have data for determining the relative position between the rangefinder and 3-
dimensional coordinate system which is attached on the calibration frame. The other is for
generating lookup tables using data obtained by above software.

This rangefinder system can output a range image which is called a 2 1/2 dimensional image
and range data in the 3-dimensional coordinate system using the special GUI software. The

- 2 -
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range image is convenient to apply window operators which is used in general image processing
for intensity images. The resolution of the range image is 256 x 256 and the range level is 256.
One unit of this range level corresponds lcm in real distance and measurable distance in this
system is from 50cm to 306cm. The range data in the 3-dimensional coordinate system can be
used for identifying the real position and the surface shape of objects. Hence, in this project, the
range image was used for fusion with a corresponding colour image and noise reduction and the
3-dimensional range data is used for identifying the surface shape of objects. The sample range
image and the corresponding range data in the 3-dimensional coordinate system are shown in
Figure 2.3 (a), (b).

2.2 Colour CCD Camera and Colour Image

The colour CCD camera(Figure 2.1 (b)) is VIC-2974 which is produced by SANYO Electric-
Co. Ltd. and has one 2/3 inches CCD element inside. The lens produced by KOWA whose focus
length and F value are 6mm and Fl:1.4 respectively is equipped to this colour CCD camera.
This colour CCD camera is also set on a different tripod from that of the rangefinder system
and is connected to the colour image grabber board which is MATROX COMET produced by
MATROX Electronic System, Ltd.

The software for detecting colour image is written using MATROX's special library which is
the set of C like functions and runs on DOS. The resolution of the colour image detected by
this colour CCD camera is 256 x 256 and the colour intensity level of red, green and blue is 256
respectively. The sample colour image is shown in the Figure 4.3 (a).

- 3 -
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(a) Rangefinder (b) Colour CCD camera

Fig. 2.1 (a) Rangefinder and (b) Colour CCD camera

1 4

Fig. 2.2 Calibration frame: Black triangle marks are used for calibrating the rangefinder sys-
tem

(a) Range image (b) 3D range data

Fig. 2.3 Samples of (a) range image, (b) 3D range data corresponding to the range image and

_ 4 -
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3. Noise Reduction from Range Data

In this section, investigation of noise in range data and the suitable method for reducing noise
from range data is described. Since this rangefinder was developed for mobile robot navigation,
range data includes much noise while it can be measured quickly. Considering fusion of the range
image and the colour image and identification of the surface shape of objects using range data,
noise in range data needs to be investigated and reduced. Therefore noise was classified into two
different types and each type of noise and several noise reduction methods were investigated.

3.1 Definition of Noise Included in Range Data

Noise included in range data could be classified into two different type on the basis of cause
for happening noise. One type of noise is lack of range data at pixels in the range image and
the other type is the difference from correct range data.

All points of the surface of objects cannot always be measured by the laser-scanning rangefinder.
Then several pixels in the range image cannot have range data, that is lack of range data. The
vertical light stripe is projected and scanned on the surface of objects by the laser projector
and the several reflected light stripes are detected on one identical image by the CCD camera.
The range can be obtained only at pixels with the detected reflected light stripes in the image.
Although the interval of taking the image of the reflected light stripe is fixed in the CCD cam-
era, the scanning speed of the projected light is variable. Then the interval between reflected
stripes in the range image, that is the interval between lines of pixels which detect reflected light
stripes, can be determined by the scanning speed. The interval between reflected light stripes
also depends on the distance of the surface of objects from the projector. As the distance of the
surface of objects from the projector increases, the interval between reflected light stripes in the
image becomes wide. Hence the pixels in the interval between reflected light stripes do not have
range data in spite of the existence of the surface of objects. That is lack of range data. In this
case, an integer 0 is set at the pixel which have no range data.

Generally data which can be measured by a measurement instrument inevitably includes the
error which is the difference from the exact range value, that is to say the measurement error.
Then range data which is measured by the laser scanning rangefinder includes the measurement
error. Since various causes of the measurement error can be considered such as electric noise in
the rangefinder system, distortion in the optical system and so on, it is very difficult to specify
causes of the error and remove these causes completely. Usually, in data processing field, all
causes of noise is regarded as one cause in a whole measurement instrument and so measurement
results is investigated to find the characteristic of included noise and to reduce the noise. In
this project, reduction of noise due to the measurement error was tried by applying methods of
general data processings.

In Figure 3.1, the range image and 3D range data of the plane board of the calibration frame
are shown to check included noise.

- 5 -
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3.2 Supplement of Lack of Range Data

As describing in the previous section, the range image has pixels which lack range data and

is set an integer value 0. It is necessary to investigate how these pixels are included in the range

image which is obtained by the laser-scanning rangefinder for supplementing lack of range data

in such pixels. In order to investigate lack of range data in the range image, the binary range

image was generated from the original range image. In the binary range image, the white pixel

has range data and the black pixel has no range data. The binary range images of the plane

board of the calibration frame which was set at various distances are shown in Figure 3.2.

According to Figure 3.2, the interval between white pixels is almost one pixel and so the eight

nearest neighbor around one black pixel in the interval may include six white pixels at least.

Then the median filter, which is a window operator, can be utilized for supplementing black

pixel between white pixels because the range value at the central pixel in the window of the

median filter is replaced with the median value in the window. Hence to apply the 3 x 3 median

filter to only black pixels is effective for supplementing lack of range data of pixels in the range

image. In Figure 3.2, the binary range image which is obtained after applying the 3 x 3 median

filter to only black pixels iteratively are also shown. According to these figures, it is found that

lack of range data on the surface of the plane in the range image is supplemented.

3.3 Reduction of Noise Due to Measurement Error

To investigate noise due to the measurement error in the range data, the analytical plane

equation was fitted to range data and the histogram of the deviation from the analytical plane

equation was generated. Then the shape of the deviation histogram and the standard deviation

of this histogram was used for checking the effect of noise reduction. First, the influence of

supplementing lack of range data on the shape of range data was checked using the deviation

histogram. In Figure 3.3, the deviation histograms of original range data and of range data after

supplementing lack of range data are shown. Since the remarkable difference between these two

histograms cannot be found in this figure, it is supposed that supplement of lack of range data

does not influence distance values of original range data. As for the measurement error noise,

three methods that are the median filter[3], the arithmetic mean filter[4] and the accumulative

average method[5] were tried to reduce noise due to the measurement error.

The median filter can remove salt-and-pepper noise while the spatial details such as the

edge in the image is preserved. This is the reason why the median filter worked effectively for

supplementing lack of range data as describing in the previous section. In this project, four

types of the median filter whose size are 3 x 3, 5 x 5, 7 x 7 and 9 x 9 respectively were tried to

reduce noise in the range image. Each median filter was applied to all pixels in the range image

iteratively. The histograms of the deviation from the analytical plane equation for range data

obtained after reduction of noise using the median filter are shown in Figure 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6.

The arithmetic mean filter is a no-weighted average window operator. The average of all

range data within the window operator is calculated and range data at the center of the window

is replaced by the calculated average value. Then the spatial details such as the edge become

dull as the window size is large. The arithmetic mean filters whose sizes are 3 x 3 . 5 x 5 , 7 x 7

- 6 -
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and 9 x 9 respectively were tried to check the effect for reduction of noise as well as the median

filter. Each arithmetic mean filter was applied to the range image iteratively. The histograms

of the deviation from the analytical plane equation for range data obtained after reduction of

noise using the arithmetic mean filter are shown in Figure 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9.

The accumulative average is a time sequential method while above two methods, the median

filter and the arithmetic mean filter, are spatial methods. In the accumulative average method,

since range data in pixels with identical coordinates in several different range images of one

scene are averaged, noise which happens randomly can be reduced. Then the effect of reduction

of noise using the accumulative average method increases as the number of range images which

are used for averaging increases. Five, 10, 20 and 30 range images were used for reducing noise.

The histograms of the deviation from the analytical plane equation for range data obtained after

reduction of noise by the accumulative average method are shown in Figure 3.10.

According to the investigation described above, the arithmetic mean filter is the best way

for reducing noise due to the measurement error among these methods such as the median

filter, the arithmetic mean filter and the accumulative average method. Since the accumulative

average requires a number of range images, it takes much time to detect many range images and

to process them. Therefore this method is not suitable for the application of the recognition

system to a mobile robot. Since the median filter preserves spatial details such as the edge, it

does not change the surface shape of solids in the range image. However the step edge due to the

discretization of range and the measurement error are emphasized rather than they are reduced.

Hence the arithmetic mean filter method was adopted for reducing noise due to the measurement

error. According to Figure 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9, the standard deviation of the deviation histogram

for range data obtained by applying the 9 x 9 arithmetic mean filter one time is minimum.

Therefore the 9 x 9 arithmetic mean filter is applied one time on the range image for reducing

noise.

- 7 -
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100cm 150cm 200 cm

Fig. 3.1 Range images of the plane board of the calibration frame and their 3D representa-
tion: Range is represented by the gray level in the range image. The Black pixel means
lack of range data.

100cm (13 times) 150cm (11 times) 200 cm (9 times)

Fig. 3.2 Binary range image: The images in the top row are binary images before supplement-

ing lack of range data. The images in the bottom row are after supplementing lack of

range data. The number in parentheses means frequency of iteration.
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4. Colour Image Segmentation using Range and Colour Information

In this section, segmentation of the colour image to each region of geometrically shaped solids
using range and colour information is mainly described. The colour image was segmented into
regions comparatively easily and effectively by fusion of colour and range information. The
image obtained after segmentation is used as a filter for extracting range data of each solid.

4.1 Outline of Fusion of Colour and Range Information

The flow of fusion of colour and range information in the developed program is shown in
Figure 4.1. As drawing in this figure, the colour image and range data are transformed into
various forms which are expedient for processes in each step and are fused. As for the range data,
lack of range data in the range image is supplemented so that the intermediate range image is
obtained. Using this intermediate range image, the binary range image and the smoothed range
image are generated. The smoothed range image is transformed into range data represented
in the 3-dimensional coordinate system, that is 3D range data. The 3D range data is used
for calculating the normal vector on the surface of solids and for identifying the surface shape
of solids by fitting analytical surface equations. As for the colour image, its background is
eliminated using the binary range image to obtain the clipped colour image. The labeled image
is generated from the clipped colour image using colour information and the relabeled image is
generated from the labeled image using normal vectors on the surface of solids which are obtained
from 3D range data. The relabeled image is used for extracting range data corresponding the
surface of each geometrically shaped solid. The detail of each process is described in following
sections.

4.2 Background Elimination from Colour Image

Elimination of the background from the colour image is one realization of fusion of colour and
range information. The range image is utilized as one representation of range information in
this part. However range information itself is not used. The range image is used as a filter for
clipping object regions out of the colour image. That is the binary range image as described
in the section 3.2. The binary range image, the corresponding original colour image and the
clipped colour image obtained by eliminating the background are shown in Figure 4.3. The
colour image was manually overlaid with the colour image in this program.

4.3 Colour Image Segmentation Using Hue and Saturation

4.3.1 Definition of HS distribution
Since it is assumed that each geometrically shaped solid has its own unique colour in this

project, the clipped colour image can be segmented into each region which has one geometrically

- 1 3
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shaped solid by segmenting the clipped colour image using colour information. Therefore the
labeled image in which each region of one geometrically shaped solid is labeled can be obtained
by segmenting the clipped colour image using colour information.

Among many types of representation of colour information, Munsell colour system[7], that
is H(hue). S(saturation), I(intensity) representation, was adopted as a colour representation for
segmenting the colour image because information of colour attribution can be almost separated
from intensity information in this representation so that colour information except intensity
information can be handled under a certain condition. In Munsell colour system, hue is rep-
resented by the angle of the radial direction in the unit circle and saturation by the length of
the radius of this circle, which is normalized, and intensity by the length of the perpendicular
direction which pierces the center of this circle and is also normalized. Therefore it is possible
to handle colour attribution which is included in hue and saturation by projecting points in HSI
space onto an unit circle. In Figure 4.2. the distribution on the unit circle which was obtained
from the sample colour image in Figure 4.3 (a) by this way is shown. This distribution is the
Hue-Saturation distribution, that is the HS distribution.

4.3.2 Relation between colour in the colour image and the cluster in HS distribution
Each cluster in HS distribution in Figure 4.2 corresponds to each colour in the colour image.

Therefore the correspondence between the cluster and colour of the solid in the colour image
was investigated. The various images of coloured solids were taken by the colour CCD camera
and the colour information, which is represented in the RGB colour system, in each pixel of
the colour image was transformed to HSI colour system so that HS distribution is generated.
The colour images are shown in the Figure 4.6. 4.7 and 4.8. the corresponding HS distribution
in the Figure 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12. According to these colour images and HS distributions in
the figure, it is found that there is the obvious correspondence between colour in the colour
image and the cluster in HS distribution and that the size and the shape of the cluster does not
change so remarkably as the size of the region including the coloured solid in the colour image
changes. It is also found that the arrangement of coloured solids dose not influence the shape
and the size of the cluster in HS distribution unless the kinds of colour of solids in the image
are changed. Therefore regions in the colour image can be segmented by classifying clusters in
HS distribution.

Each cluster in HS distribution corresponds to colour in the colour image. However the cluster
shape in HS distribution depends on the illumination condition around objects. In the case of
being dark around objects, the cluster shape become vague and the edge of the cluster become
dull. In order to investigate this phenomenon in HS distribution, the colour image of one
scene was taken under several illumination conditions and the corresponding HS distribution
was generated. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4.5 and 4.9. Since the
illumination condition were not investigated quantitatively, however, optimal brightness or the
upper and lower limitation cannot be specified clearly. Therefore the colour image with clear
clusters in HS distribution was used in this project.

4.3.3 Colour Image Segmentation
In previous sections, it was found that the colour image might be segmented by classifying

clusters in HS distribution of the colour image. Then the Voronoi diagram[8] was used as the
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classification method for clusters in HS distribution of the colour image. The way for making

the Voronoi diagram is as follows:

(1) Making the HS histogram by discretizing HS distribution.

(2) Searching in the HS histogram for local maxima that are generators for each cell of the

Voronoi diagram.

(3) Classifying all points in the HS histogram into the cell with their nearest generator in the

Voronoi diagram.

Each cell in the Voronoi diagram which is generated by the above way almost includes each

cluster in the HS distribution. Therefore the points in one cell correspond to regions with same

colour in the colour image.

In the case of practical segmentation of the colour image, the colour image is divided into

several squares and the above segmentation method is applied to the HS distribution for each

square. Because a few number of pixels is in each square, the computation for generating the

Voronoi diagram is not so expensive. The colour image can be also segmented finely into one

colour regions by dividing the colour image into squares. In Figure 4.4 (a), (b) and (c). the

divided colour image, one sample square and its HS distribution are shown. In Figure 4.4 (d).

(e). the HS histogram which was used for dividing the sample square and the Voronoi diagram

corresponding to this HS histogram are shown.

After segmenting squares, all squares are unified to one segmented colour image and small

regions whose area is less than a certain threshold value are merged to the nearest large region.

In this case, the measure of the distance between regions in the segmented colour image is

similarity of the colour attribution in the HS distribution space. In addition, each region in the

segmented colour image is labeled in the numerical order to make the labeled image. In Figure

4.4 (f). the obtained labeled image is shown. The label is represented by the gray level in this

figure.

Considering to extract range data which corresponds to each geometrically shaped solid using

the labeled image as a filter and to fit the analytical curved surface equation to extracted

range data, the analytical equation of the curved surface is inevitably fitted to the range data

corresponding to the solid with plane surfaces such as a rectangular solid and a pyramid in case

that the roof edge of such solids appears in the image. Therefore the region of solids which are

formed by plane surfaces in the labeled image had better be segmented into regions of the plane

of such solids.

4.4 Colour Image Resegmentation Using the Normal Vector

As describing in the previous section, the labeled image in which regions with same colour are

labeled in the numerical order is generated using colour information. However the range data

of the solid with plane surfaces which is extracted by using the labeled image as a filter is not

useful to distinguish between the curved surface and the plane surfaces which make the roof edge

by fitting the analytical surface equation. Hence it is necessary to resegment the region for the

solid with plane surfaces into regions of the plane. The normal vector at each point on the plane

surfaces which make the roof edge was used for segmenting the region of the solid with plane
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surfaces because the direction of the normal vectors on the plane surfaces changes at the roof

edge abruptly while the direction of the normal vectors on the curved surface changes at every

point continuously. The orientation distribution of the normal vector on the unit sphere for the

surface of each region in the labeled image(Figure 4.4 (f)) is shown in Figure 4.13. According

to this figure, it is found that there are two separate large clusters on the unit sphere for the

surface of the rectangular solid and there is one large cluster for other curved surfaces. Hence

the difference of change in the orientation of the normal vector is available for distinguishing

between the roof edge which is made by plane surfaces and the curved surface.

In order to segment the region of the plane surfaces which make the roof edge into regions

of the plane, the orientation histogram of the normal vector on the unit sphere was used. This

is an application of the needle diagram[9]. The way to make the orientation histogram of the

normal vector is as follows:

(1) Calculating the normal vector on the surface in each region in the labeled image,

(2) Putting the tail of all normal vector in each region on the center of the unit sphere for

making the orientation distribution,

(3) Dividing the surface of the unit sphere into regions with the same area by using the geodesic

dome[10](Figure 4.14 (a)).

(4) Counting the number of the normal vector in the same region on the unit sphere,

where the region on the unit sphere is specified by the vertex vector of the geodesic dome. Then

the orientation histogram is generated on the surface of the unit sphere. After rinding local

maxima in the orientation histogram of the normal vector, the Voronoi diagram is made on this

divided surface of the unit sphere as well as the case of making the Voronoi diagram for the

HS histogram. Using this Voronoi diagram on the unit sphere, the regions in the labeled image

are segmented again so that the relabeled image is generated. In this case, the small region

whose area is less than the provided threshold value is eliminated from the relabeled image. In

other words, the part of the surface whose normal vectors are included in the cell with a few

normal vector on the unit sphere is removed from the relabeled image which is generated after

segmentation using the normal vector. Because the direction of normal vectors in the small

region is different from that of normal vectors in the large region, the range data which is used

for calculating the normal vector in such a small region are not adequate for fitting the analytical

surface equation. Therefore the part of the region in the labeled image which extracts such range

data is removed rather than being merged to other regions. In Figure 4.14 (b), the relabeled

image was obtained by segmenting the labeled image (Figure 4.4 (f)) using the normal vector is

shown. In this figure, spots in each region are caused by removing small regions. This relabeled

image is used for extracting range data of the surface of each geometrically shaped solid.
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Colour Image Range Data
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lack of range data

Intermediate Range Image

Thresholding Smoothing
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Fig. 4.2 HS distribution for sample colour image in figure 2.3
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4.3 Eliminating the background from the original colour image using the binary range

image: (a) Original colour image. (]>) Binary range image and (c) Image obtained by

eliminating background

(a) (1))

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4.4 (a) The divided colour image into squares, (b) the sample square corresponding to
square encircled by the red line in (a), (c) the HS distribution of the sample square,

(d) the HS histogram of the sample square (Black points represent local maxima.).

(e) the Voronoi diagram of the sample square (Green points means generators.) and
(f) the obtained labeled image.
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•fcs

Fig. 4.5 The coloui image (1) (For chocking dependence on lightness)

Fig. 4.G T h e colour image (2) (For checking d e p e n d e n c e on the size of t h e occup ied region by

t h e coloured solid in t h e color image)

i $

Fig. 4.7 The colour image (3) (For checking dependence on the si/,e of the occupied region by

the coloured solid in the color image)

. T

•?, ••••

Fig. 4.8 T h e colour image (4) (For chocking d e p e n d e n c e on the pos i t i on of t h e occupied region

by coloured solids in the color image
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Fig. 4.9 The distribution of hue and saturation (1) (For checking dependence on lightness)

Fig. 4.10 The distribution of hue and saturation (2) (For checking dependence on the size of
the occupied region by the coloured solid in the color image)

Fig. 4.11 The distribution of hue and saturation (3) (For checking dependence on the size of

the occupied region by the coloured solid in the color image)

Fig. 4.12 The distribution of hue and saturation (4) (For checking dependence on the position

of the occupied region by coloured solids in the color image)
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Region 1 Region 2

Region 3 Region 4

Fig. 4.13 Orientation distribution of the normal vector for the surface of each region in the
label image

(a) Geodesic dome (b) Relabeled image

Fig. 4.14 (a) The geodesic dome and (b) the relabel image
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5. Identification of Geometrically Shaped Solids

Each geometrically shaped solid is identified by means of fitting the analytical equation of the
curved surface to range data which is extracted using the relabeled image obtained in the previous
section. In Figure 5.1, the concept of identification of geometrically shaped solids is shown. As
being drawn in this figure, the plane surface and the curved surface are distinguished using the
eigenvalue of the covariance matrix[6] of the distribution of range data in the 3-dimensional
coordinate system. After distinguishing between the plane surface and the curved surface, the
analytical equation of the plane surface are fitted to range data of the plane surface and the
analytical equation of the curved surface is fitted to the curved surface. Then the surface of
each geometrically shaped solid will be identified by using coefficients of each analytical surface
equation.

In Figure 5.2, sample colour images of various solids are shown. In Figure 5.3 to 5.16, the
relabel images of the colour images in Figure 5.2, their extracted range data and their several data
are shown. The data in these figures includes eigenvalues of the covariance matrix and coefficients
of the fitted analytical surface equation. As being printed in this figure, when the minimum
eigenvalue among three eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the distribution of extracted
range data is less than a certain threshold which is 0.1 cm2 at present, the corresponding region
of the surface is classified into the plane surface. The threshold value depends on noise included
in range data. In the opposite case, the surface is classified into the curved surface. For the
curved surface, coefficients of the standard form of the quadratic curved surface equation,

ax2 + by2 + cz2 + dx + ey + fz + g = 0, (5.1)

which is obtained by transforming the coordinate system for the general form of the quadratic
equation, are printed. For the plane surface, components of the normal vector of the plane
surface are printed. The components of the normal vector of the plane surface are coefficients
of the liner term of the plane surface equation.

According to coefficients of the quadratic curved surface equation, the side surface of the cone
can be distinguished from the surface of other solids because the absolute value of the constant
term of the quadratic curved surface equation which is fitted to range data of the side surface of
the cone is negative while that for other solids with the curved surfaces is positive. Identification
of the surface of the cylinder, the sphere and the ellipsoid may be possible by using coefficients
of the quadratic term of the curved surface equation though that has not been considered. The
possibility of this identification may depend on accuracy of range data.

It may be difficult to identify solids which are formed by plane surfaces such as the rectangular
solid and the pyramid only using the normal vector of the plane surface. It is impossible to
distinguish between the rectangular solid and the pyramid when the part of the surface of such
solids is only visible. Therefore the position, the orientation, the area of the plane surface and
the relation among plane surfaces such as connectivity need to be checked using range data
and colour image. After that, it may be possible to identify solids which are formed by plane
surfaces.
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Surfaces
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Fig. 5.1 A concept of identification of geometrically shaped solids
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(13)

Fig. 5.2 Sample color images: (1) A yellow sphere, (2) A large blue cone, (3) A small red

cone, (4) A declined small red cone, (5) A standing green cylinder, (6) A laying green

cylinder. (7) A red ellipsoid (a), (8) A red ellipsoid (b), (9) A green rectangular solid,

(10) A yellow pyramid with three side surfaces. (11) A yellow pyramid with four side

surfaces. (12) A declined yellow pyramid with four side surfaces, (13) A combination

of various solids
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Segmented Colour Image Segmented Colour Image

Extracted Range Data

(1-1)
Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.719110 32.453365 39.689041

This surface is a curved surface

Coefficients of the quadratic term

x2 0.002091 y2 0.002354 z2 0.004148

Constant term 6.00132

Output Result

Fig. 5.3 A yellow sphere

Extracted Range Data

(1-1)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.582200 46.676987 68.261543

This surface is a curved surface

Coefficients of the quadratic term

x2 -0.058997 y2 -0.005652 z2 0.314960

Constant term 0.370584

Output Result

Fig. 5.4 A large blue cone
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Segmented Colour Image Segmented Colour Image

Extracted Range Data

(1-1)
Eigenvalues of covariance matrix
0.166113 16.673960 68.373955

This surface is a curved surface
Coefficients of the quadratic term
x2 -3.776285 y2 -0.249646 z2 34.224819

Constant term -0.0154743

Output Result

Fig. 5.5 A small red cone

Extracted Range Data

(1-1)
Eigenvalues of covariance matrix
0.226936 18.513708 85.492081

This surface is a curved surface
Coefficients of the quadratic term
x2 -0.002047 y2 -0.078649 z2 0.496723

Constant term -0.709607
Output Result

Fig. 5.6 A declined small red cone
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Segmented Colour Image Segmented Colour Image

Extracted Range Data

(1-1)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.183640 15.816867 147.380829

This surface is a curved surface

Coefficients of the quadratic term

x2 0.000285 y2 0.015828 z2 0.115138
Constant term 2.88602

Output Result

Fig. 5.7 A standing green cylinder (a)

Extracted Range Data

(1-1)
Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.421317 18.270599 181.796448
This surface is a curved surface
Coefficients of the quadratic term
x2 -0.000371 y2 0.006646 z2 0.011031

Constant term 14.0234
Output Result

Fig. 5.8 A laying green cylinder (2)
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Segmented Colour Image Segmented Colour Image

Extracted Range Data

(1-1)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.294472 20.814297 65.234955

This surface is a curved surface

Coefficients of the quadratic term

x2 0.005850 y2 0.002760 z2 0.044435

Constant term 3.12328

Output Result

Fig. 5.9 A red ellipsoid (b)

Extracted Range Data

(1-1)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.199150 8.933724 15.981799

This surface is a curved surface

Coefficients of the quadratic term

x2 -0.002897 y2 -0.002569 z2 0.002131

Constant term -15.2349

Output Result

Fig. 5.10 A red ellipsoid (2)
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Segmented Colour Image

Extracted Range Data (1-1)

(1-1)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.048275 28.988218 139.505661

This surface is a curved surface

Coefficients of the quadratic term

x 0.304114 y -0.007185 z -0.952608

Extracted Range Data (1-2)

(1-2)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.052308 33.046368 135.363708

This surface is a curved surface

Coefficients of the quadratic term

x -0.495933 y -0.016018 z -0.868213

Output Result (1-1) Output Result (1-2)

Fig. 5.11 A green rectangular solid
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Segmented Colour Image

Extracted Range Data (1-1)

(1-1)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.071715 10.580561 105.578568

This surface is a plane

Normal vector of the plane

x -0.618977 y -0.157140 z -0.769528

Extracted Range Data (1-2)

(1-2)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.071715 10.580561 105.578568

This surface is a plane

Normal vector of the plane

x 0.457624 y -0.102134 z -0.883261

Output Result (1-1) Output Result (1-2)

Fig. 5.12 A yellow pyramid with three side surfaces
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Segmented Colour Image

Extracted Range Data (1-1)

(1-1)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.051695 23.961996 115.042694

This surface is a plane

Normal vector of the plane

x -0.481948 y -0.186473 z -0.856128

Extracted Range Data (1-2)

(1-2)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.044269 21.133184 84.222084

This surface is a plane

Normal vector of the plane

x 0.341124 y -0.170446 z -0.924437

Output Result (1-1) Output Result (1-2)

Fig. 5.13 A yellow pyramid with four side surfaces
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Segmented Colour Image

Extracted Range Data (1-1)

(1-1)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.031987 24.208107 110.935730

This surface is a plane

Normal vector of the plane

x -0.441871 y 0.002404 z -0.897075

Extracted Range Data (1-2)

(1-2)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.027092 27.585974 109.193413

This surface is a plane

Normal vector of the plane

x 0.280066 y -0.050900 z -0.958630

Output Result (1-1) Output Result (1-2)

Fig. 5.14 A declined yellow pyramid with four side surfaces
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Segmented Colour Image

Extracted Range Data (1-1)

(1-1)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.362105 23.219616 25.529148

This surface is a curved surface

Coefficients of the quadratic term

x2 0.000154 y2 0.000172 z2 0.000010

Constant term 138.332

Output Result. (1-1)

Extracted Range Data (1-2)

( 2 - 2 )

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.055463 28.050434 41.513943

This surface is a plane

Normal vector of the plane

x -0.465489 y -0.005299 z -0.885038

Output Result (2-2)

Fig. 5.15 A combination of a red ellipsoid, a blue rectangular solid, a green cylinder, a yellow
sphere and a red cone (a)
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Extracted Range Data (2-3)
(2-3)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.028790 35.970409 42.885822

This surface is a plane

Normal vector of the plane

x 0.309622 y 0.016020 z -0.950725

Constant term -0.697695

Output Result (2-3)

Extracted Range Data (3-4)
(3-4)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.168471 11.186955 42.902649

This surface is a curved surface

Coefficients of the quadratic term

x2 0.002325 y2 0.035532 z2 0.440615

Constant term 1.43167

Output Result (3-4)

Extracted Range Data (4-5)
(4-5)

Eigenvalues of covariance matrix

0.418079 20.004082 62.773010

This surface is a curved surface

Coefficients of the quadratic term

x2 0.001639 y2 0.004285 z2 0.013236

Constant term 4.74158

Output Result (4-5)

Fig. 5.16 A combination of a red ellipsoid, a blue rectangular solid, a green cylinder, a yellow-

sphere and a red cone (b)
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6. Conclusions and Discussions

This report described the study of identification of geometrically shaped solids using colour
information and range information. The colour image could be segmented comparatively easily
and effectively into each region with the surface of solids using both colour and range information.
Segmentation of the colour image was carried out in two steps. One is segmentation using colour
information and the other is that using the normal vector which is calculated using 3D range
data. Therefore it was avoided to fit the curved surface equation to the extracted range data of
plane surfaces of solids with the roof edge.

Range data of each solid could be extracted by using the segmented colour image as a filter.
As for identifying geometrically shaped solids, it became possible to distinguish between the
plane surface and the curved surface using the minimum eigenvalue of covariance matrix of the
distribution of the extracted 3D range data for the surface of each solid. It became possible to
identify the side curved surface of the cone using the absolute value of the constant term of the
standard form of the quadratic curved surface equation.

The surface of each solids except the cone has not been identified. Since the coefficients of
the quadratic equation may be useful in order to identify the surface of other solids with the
curved surface, that needs to be discussed furthermore. As for the solids which are formed by
plane surfaces, it also need to discuss the suitable method for identifying them.

In this study, it is assumed that the solid has the geometrical convex shape and unique
colour. However these restrictions is not suitable for considering recognition of equipment in
nuclear plants. Therefore it is necessary to ease these restrictions to make the developed program
identify more general solids.
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7. Future works

This section describes ideas which are considered as future works and is attached to supplement
the original Technical Report for Monash University.

The developed program in this report uses the range data and the colour data which are taken
by the laser rangefinder and the colour CCD camera of Monash University respectively. This
range data includes much noise because the rangefinder was developed for obstacle avoidance
in mobile robot navigation. Thus accuracy of the range data is not so high and much effort
is necessary for noise reduction to utilize this range data for object recognition. However the
range data which is taken by the sensing system[13] developed in JAERI include less noise than
the range data taken by the rangefinder of Monash University though it takes longer time to
detect range data. The sensing system can also take the colour image. The colour CCD camera
of sensing system is also used for rangefinding so that the range image can be overlaid on the
colour image automatically while in this program this process is done manually as describing in
section 4.2. Therefore I am considering to process the range data and the colour image which
are taken by the sensing system using the developed program in this report if I had chance.

Another idea is for sensor fusion of colour data and range data. The developed program uses
the colour data and range data complementarily for segmentation of the colour image. Thus
colour data and range data are integrated in the sense of the paper[1], However they have not
been fused essentially because they are used separately. I think that colour data and range
data would be fused essentially if both data were processed in same way in a program. I am
considering the application of the method for segmentation using range data to segmentation
using colour data as one realization of essential fusion of colour and range data. In other words,
colour data is used as data of the geodesic dome histogram in place of range data. In the case of
using range data, two components is needed for specifying the orientation of one normal vector
of the surface. These two components may be replaced by hue and saturation respectively.
Although it can be considered to use intensity in place of saturation. I think that saturation is
better than intensity because of including a part of colour attribution. If segmentation of the
colour image using colour geodesic dome could work, the two information, that is colour and
range informations, become processed in the same way. Furthermore, if hypersphere geodesic
dome which is embedded in the five-dimensional space could be realized in the computer, two
information would be processed on same geodesic dome simultaneously. I think that this may
be one of true fusion of colour and range information.
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Appendix 1 Range Image Segmentation using Curvatures

Segmentation of the range image using curvatures is described in this appendix. The program
for segmentation of the image was developed on the basis of the paper [11]. Although this
program was not used for segmenting the colour image in this project, the possibility of using
surface curvature information could be checked.

In this program, two curvatures such as Gaussian curvature K and mean curvature H are used
for segmenting the range image. Since these curvatures can be obtained by fitting the quadratic
curved surface to a certain local region of the curved surface. In other words, the local region
of the curved surface is regarded as the patch of the quadratic curved surface approximately.
According to the paper[12], the quadratic curved surface can be classified into eight types of
surfaces based on the sign of mean curvature and Gaussian curvature. In Figure A.I, each type
of the quadratic curved surface and the corresponding combination of signs of mean curvature
and Gaussian curvature are shown. Using these types of the quadratic curved surface, patches
on the surface of the range image are classified into eight kinds of region.

In the developed program, coefficients of the general form of the quadratic curved surface
equation in Equation A.I are calculated by fitting window operators to the local region, that is
patch, of the range image.

z(x,y) = ax2 + by2 + cx + dy + e. {A.I)

Two curvatures, that is mean curvature and Gaussian curvature, are calculated using obtained

coefficients a, b, c and d. The window operator whose sizes are 3 x 3 , 5 x 5 and 7 x 7 respectively

was used of calculating coefficients by scanning on the range image. To checking usefulness of

curvature information for segmenting the range image(Figure A.2), the synthetic range image

was used as the sample range image. In the case of using the synthetic range image, the noise

influence on segmentation can be estimated quantitatively. In Figure A.3, A.4 and A.5, the

results of segmenting the synthetic range image of a hemisphere including Gaussian noise with

the standard deviation a are shown. According to this figure, the robustness of segmentation for

Gaussian noise increases as the size of the window operator is large. However the range image

including more than 0.01% noise of range data cannot be segmented well even by using 7 x 7

window operator. Hence it is found that the calculation of curvature is sensitive to included

noise. As investigating noise included in the real range data in Section 3, the standard deviation

of range data of the plane at 100cm distance after smoothing by 1 time iteration of the arithmetic

mean filer with 9 x 9 size is 0.52 cm2. Then about 0.7% noise is included in the smoothed range

data. Hence the segmentation using curvature information is not useful for real range data which

is detected by the laser-scanning rangefinder.
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Peak Surface
(H <O,K > O

Flat Surface

Pit Surface

(H
Ridge Surface

(H < 0,K = 0)

Valley Surface

(H > 0,K = 0)

Minimal Surface
(H = 0,K <0)

Fig. A.I Eight Surface Types

Saddle Ridge Surface Saddle Valley Surface
(H<0.K<0) (H>0,K<0)

Concave Hemisphere

Convex Hemisphere

3 x 3

3 x 3

I?

I\
J

5 x 5

5 x 5

7 x 7

7 x 7

Fig. A.2 Calculation result : The surface type is assigned using Gaussian curvature and mean
curvature calculated by the algorithm of Yokoya et al[2]. The peak, pit, ridge, valley,
flat, minimal, saddle ridge and saddle valley surface are represented respectively by
the gray level from the top to the bottom in the side bar.
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= 0.0 = 0.01 a = 0.02 <r = 0.04

a = 0.06 a = 0.08 (7 = 0.1 a - 0.4

<r = 0.8 (T = 1.0 <r = 4 .0

« ( • * * • *

V

= 10.0 a = 40.0 a - 80.0 <r = 100.0

Fig. A.3 Visual representation of the influence of added noise to the synthetic range image of
the concave hemisphere (The window size is 3 x 3) The curvatures are calculated
using the synthetic range image to which Gaussian noise with the standard deviation
a is added.
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I I I I
= 0.0 jr = 0.01 a = 0.02 = 0.04

I I
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a = 0.8 < r = 1.0 IT = 4 . 0 a = 8.0

a = 10.0 a = 40.0 <r = 80.0 <T = 100.0

Fig. A.4 Visual representation of the influence of added noise to the synthetic range image of

the concave hemisphere (The window size is 5 x 5)
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I
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Fig. A.5 Visual representation of the influence of added noise to the synthetic range image of

the concave hemisphere (The window size is 7 x 7)
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